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The Role of Forensics in 
Computing

What is forensic computing?

Quite simply, the combination of
Science

Law



  

Computer Forensics – Where 
does it fit in?

Determining the nature and extent of incidents

Identifying and securing any evidence

Analysis of any evidence collected

Presentation of the evidence in court (if 
necessary)



  

Types of Incident

Disciplinary proceedings

Civil claims (as claimant or 
respondent)

Public accountability or 
reassurance

Criminal matters:

Murder

Serious sexual assault

Criminal matters (cont'd):

Fraud

Theft

Child abuse photos/movies

Bullying 

Stalking



  

A Case Exercise

Information:
Intelligence has been received from the Norwegian police 
that they have raided the premises of a server which was 
supplying unlawful pictures of teddy bears to the Internet. 
A recovered log file shows that on 2008-04-12 14:15:03 a 
picture was sent to the IP address 217.155.193.97 which 
is registered by Zen Internet in the UK.

What are the potential pitfalls?

Is there enough information for the UK police to start an 
enquiry?



  

The Next Step
A police raid is organised to visit the address:



  

The Evidence

The suspect is arrested and a computer and 
ADSL wireless router are seized.



  

Data Acqusition

The data is extracted from the computer.
The hard drive is removed

The hard drive is attached to a forensic 
workstation via a write blocker

The computer BIOS is examined and the time 
is compared with the actual time.

The settings on the router are examined.



  

Check the drive geometry

Mount all containers, compressed and encrypted files



  

C4P – The Application

Categories

Some pictures have been pre-categorised

But these haven't



  

Refining the results

This is the total numbers of unlawful pictures

I'm not sure about these 
(so they won't be included in any charges)

These are pictures I have 'tagged' as being some that
are representative of all the unlawful pictures



  

Working On Proof

Having selected some sample images we can 
now work on trying to prove how they came 
to be there.

The following slides are taken from an 
investigation using Brian Carrier's Sleuthkit 
and Autopsy tools (both open source). These 
are available from http://www.sleuthkit.org/ 



  

This is the image I have chosen to investigate
This is the date it was created (on this partition)

And the full path is: 
C:\Documents and Settings\Paul\My Documents\LimeWire\Saved\lovee_teddy_bears_by_MaggotEye.jpg



  

Working On Proof (continued)

What hypotheses can we make about the 
origin of this photo from just this information?

What enquiries and investigations do we now 
need to make?
What artifacts does Limewire leave behind in 

normal use and are they present on this 
machine?

What other references are there on this machine 
to this particular photo?

The photographwas created on this machine on 2009-03-24 11:59:48 and is located 
at C:\Documents and Settings\Paul\My Documents\Limewire\Saved. 
It is named lovee_teddy_bears_by_MaggotEye.jpg



  

Working On Proof (continued)
Investigating LimeWire

What version?

How are you going to 
investigate?

Virtual machine

Clone drive

What tools?
Sysinternals
Process Monitor

Process Explorer

Wireshark

What artifacts are you 
looking for?
Settings

User generated 
material

Why does this need to be 
done?



  

Working On Proof (continued)
The Photo

Now we know how LimeWire works, how do 
we investigate the photo? 

Remember the name is: 
lovee_teddy_bears_by_MaggotEye.jpg



  

Working On Proof (continued)
A Text Search



  

Working On Proof (continued)
Text Search Results

The results of the text search in this case were 
within:

Internet Explorer history records (x 2)

Registry files (1 active and 2 deleted registry hives)

A link (shortcut) file in the ...\Paul\Recent folder

3 x Limewire files (a download database, a library and a properties file)

$MFT entries for the photo and the link file

INDX entries for the photo and the link file

Lets examine a couple of these hits in more 
detail:



  

This search hit is an entry within an Internet Explorer Daily History record

These bytes represent the 'Last Visited' date

Which works out to be 2009-03-24 12:00:52.3200000 (NTFS dates are 
theoretically accurate to 100 nanoseconds)



  



  

Working On Proof (continued)
Search Results Revisited

In this case all the hits for 'MaggotEye' are 
consistent with LimeWire having downloaded 
the file into it's current location.

What if any of the findings were inconsistent, 
what do we do with these?



  

Working On Proof (continued)
Another Photo

Lets (very quickly) have a look at investigating 
an image from a web page.

The following slides are taken from an 
investigation using EnCase® from Guidance 
Software



  

Working On Proof (continued)



  

Working On Proof (continued)
EnCase Text Search



  

These are the hits within this file



  

Internet Explorer URL Cache Record 
 
Located in: 
Demonstration of forensic analysis\C\Documents and Settings\Paul\Local Settings\Temporary Internet 
Files\Content.IE5\index.dat 
At offset: 445952 
 
Web server last modified time:     24/08/2007 10:55:20 (UTC) 
Local machine last modified time:  24/03/2009 12:12:06 (UTC) 
File size:                         19531 bytes 
Cache folder number:               1 
Cache folder name:                 GX6VKL6N 
File last accessed:                24/03/2009 12:12:08 (UTC) (rounded up) 
Hits:                              1 
File created:                      24/03/2009 12:12:08 (UTC) (rounded up) 
URL: 
http://www.shinyshiny.tv/teddy%20bear%201.jpg 
 
Cache filename: 
teddy%20bear%201[1].jpg 
 
HTTP GET response: 
--------Start--------- 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
ETag: "ff118b-4c4b-4386fd7ce7600" 
Content-Length: 19531 
Keep-Alive: timeout=1, max=200 
Content-Type: image/jpeg 
 
---------End--------- 
 
Username:                          paul 

Working on Proof (continued)
EnCase Search Hit



  



  

Working on Proof (continued)
The Evidence Chain

teddy bear 1[1].jpg
teddy bear 1.jpg

12:12:06

<html>
...
<img src=teddy bear 
1.jpg>
…
</html>

imgres[1].htm
imgres.php
12:12:03

<html>
...
<img src=imgres.php>
…
</html>

images[1].htm
images.php

12:11:46

<html>
...
<a 
href="http://images.go
ogle.co.uk/images>
…
</html>

search[3].htm
search.php

12:11:21



  

Working On Proof (continued)

imgres[1].htm



  

Working On Proof (continued)

images[1].htm



  

Working On Proof (continued)

search[4].htm



  

Working On Proof (continued)
Summing Up

Two photos
1 apparently downloaded using LimeWire

1 Apparently browsed to by following a Google 
search

All the other chosen pictures are the same 
(Limewire or Web photos)

All the times and dates are consistent with 
each other and with the user having initiated 
the actions

Is there enough evidence to prosecute?



  

After The Analysis
You may think that the work of a computer 

forensic analyst stops there, in fact there is 
much yet to be done:
A technical report (which can be quite large)

Assist the officer in the case to interview the 
suspect

Assist in the prosecution case

Assist the CPS to understand the technical 
aspects

Liase with the prosecution team prior to a court 
case

Liase with the defence expert
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